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ABSTRACT Understanding the genetic basis of complex traits remains a major challenge in biology. Polygenicity, phenotypic
plasticity and epistasis contribute to phenotypic variance in ways that are rarely clear. This uncertainty can be problematic for
estimating heritability, for predicting individual phenotypes from genomic data, and for parameterizing models of phenotypic
evolution. Here we report an advanced recombinant inbred line (RIL) quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping panel for the
hermaphroditic nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, the C. elegans multiparental experimental evolution (CeMEE) panel. The
CeMEE panel, comprising 507 RILs at present, was created by hybridization of 16 wild isolates, experimental evolution for 140-
190 generations, and inbreeding by selfing for 13-16 generations. The panel contains 22% of single nucleotide polymorphisms
known to segregate in natural populations, and complements existing C. elegans mapping resources by providing fine resolution
and high nucleotide diversity across >95% of the genome. We apply it to study the genetic basis of two fitness components,
fertility and hermaphrodite body size at time of reproduction, with high broad sense heritability in the CeMEE. While simulations
show we should detect common alleles with additive effects as small as 5%, at gene-level resolution, the genetic architectures
of these traits does not feature such alleles. We instead find that a significant fraction of trait variance, approaching 40% for
fertility, can be explained by sign epistasis with main effects below the detection limit. In congruence, phenotype prediction
from genomic similarity, while generally poor (r2 < 10%), requires modeling epistasis for optimal accuracy, with most variance
attributed to the rapidly evolving chromosome arms.
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Introduction19

Most measurable features of organisms vary among individuals.20

Outlining the genetic dimension of this variation, and how this21

varies across populations and traits, has important implications22

for the application of genomic data to predict disease risk and23

agricultural production, for estimation of heritability, and for24

understanding evolution (Lynch and Walsh 1998; Barton and25
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Keightley 2002). Complex traits are defined by being multifacto-26

rial. They tend to be influenced by many genes and to be plastic27

in the presence of environmental variation, and the manner in28

which phenotypic variation emerges from the combined effects29

of causal alleles is rarely clear. Although phenotype prediction30

and some aspects of evolution can often be well approximated31

by considering additive effects alone, non-additive interactions32

between alleles at different loci (with marginal additive effects)33

may explain a large fraction of trait variation yet remain un-34

detected due to low statistical power (Phillips 2008). Adding35

further complication, one cannot usually assume that genetic36

and environmental effects are homogeneous or independent of37
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one another (Barton and Turelli 1991; Félix and Barkoulas 2015),38

nor that the genetic markers used for mapping quantitative trait39

loci (QTL) are faithfully and uniformly associated with causal40

alleles (Yang et al. 2010; Speed et al. 2012).41

Human height, for example, is the canonical quantitative42

trait, an easily measured, stable attribute with high heritability43

(around 80%) when measured in families Fisher (1930); Galton44

(1886); Visscher et al. (2010). Hundreds of common QTL (minor45

allele frequency, MAF>5%) of small effect have been detected by46

genome-wide association studies (GWAS), explaining in sum a47

small fraction (around 20%) of heritability (Wood et al. 2014). A48

recent study with more than 7× 105 people showed that close49

to one hundred uncommon, larger effect QTL (0.1%<MAF<5%)50

explain a mere extra 5% of heritability (Marouli et al. 2017). It51

has taken methods of genomic selection in animal breeding,52

and dense genetic marker information (Meuwissen et al. 2001;53

Meuwissen and Goddard 2010), to show that common, unde-54

tected QTL can potentially explain a large fraction of the vari-55

ability in human height and common diseases (Yang et al. 2010;56

Speed et al. 2016). Thus, in perhaps many cases, the so-called57

problem of the “missing heritability” may be synonymous with58

high polygenicity (Hill et al. 2008; Manolio et al. 2009). The con-59

tribution of statistical epistasis to variation in human height (as60

a variance component orthogonal to additive and dominance ef-61

fects) is likely to be modest (Visscher et al. 2010), but nonetheless62

important for predicting individual phenotypes and for under-63

standing the long-term response to selection. Molecular genetics64

and biochemistry suggest non-additivity is ubiquitous (an id-65

iosyncratic sample of studies showing effects of natural variation66

on organismal traits includes Mukai (1967); Whitlock and Bour-67

guet (2000); Bonhoeffer et al. (2004); Carlborg et al. (2006); Zwarts68

et al. (2011); Shao et al. (2008); Gaertner et al. (2012); Corbett-69

Detig et al. (2013); Huang et al. (2014); Monnahan and Kelly70

(2015); Bloom et al. (2015); Paaby et al. (2015); Forsberg et al.71

(2017); Chirgwin et al. (2016)), but the general importance of72

epistasis for explaining missing heritability, shaping fitness land-73

scapes, maintaining genetic diversity, facilitating the evolution74

of recombination, and generating the additive genetic variance75

on which selection can act, continues to be debated (Cheverud76

and Routman 1995; Wolf et al. 2000; Phillips 2008; Hill et al. 2008;77

Rockman 2012; Hemani et al. 2013; Hansen 2013; Weinreich et al.78

2013; Mackay et al. 2014; Barton 2017).79

Alongside GWAS, inbred line crosses in model systems have80

been instrumental for our understanding of the genetics of com-81

plex traits, given the opportunity for control of confounding en-82

vironmental covariates and accurate measurement of breeding83

values. Crosses among multiple parental strains in particular84

– such as those now available for mice (Churchill et al. 2004),85

Drosophila (Macdonald and Long 2007), maize (McMullen et al.86

2009; Buckler et al. 2009), wheat (Huang et al. 2012; Mackay et al.87

2014; Thepot et al. 2015), rice (Bandillo et al. 2013), tomato (Pas-88

cual et al. 2015) and Arabidopsis (Kover et al. 2009), among others89

– have been developed to better sample natural genetic variation.90

Greater variation also allows the effects of multiallelic loci to be91

studied and, subject to effective recombination, improved QTL92

resolution. If large populations and random mating are imposed93

for long periods, gains in resolution can be dramatic (Valdar94

et al. 2006; Rockman and Kruglyak 2008), though this comes95

with increased opportunity for selection to purge diversity (e.g.,96

Baldwin-Brown et al. 2014; Rockman and Kruglyak 2009).97

Better known as a model for functional biology (Corsi et al.98

2015), the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans has also contributed99

to our understanding of complex traits and their evolution. C.100

elegans shows extensive variation in complex traits, and sex-101

determination and breeding mode (selfing and outcrossing) can102

be genetically manipulated at will (Johnson and Wood 1982;103

Hodgkin and Doniach 1997; Gems and Riddle 2000; Knight et al.104

2001; Barrière and Félix 2005; Gutteling et al. 2007; Gray and105

Cutter 2014; Diaz and Viney 2014; Teotónio et al. 2017). QTL106

for traits such as embryonic lethality (Rockman and Kruglyak107

2009), pesticide resistance (Ghosh et al. 2012) and telomere length108

(Cook et al. 2016) have been found by association studies in an109

expanding panel of inbred wild isolates, the C. elegans natural di-110

versity resource (CeNDR; https://elegansvariation.org/, Cook111

et al. (2017)). Complex traits have also been studied using col-112

lections of recombinant inbred (Rockman and Kruglyak 2009)113

and introgression lines (RILs and ILs; Doroszuk et al. 2009) de-114

rived by crossing the laboratory domesticated N2 strain (Sterken115

et al. 2015) and the divergent Hawaiian wild isolate CB4856116

(e.g., Andersen et al. 2014, 2015), or other biparental crosses117

(e.g., Duveau and Félix 2012; Noble et al. 2015). GWAS and118

line crosses have given insights into how natural selection has119

shaped phenotypic variation in C. elegans and related nematodes.120

For example, an N2/CB4856 RIL panel has been used to argue121

that selection on linked sites largely explains the distribution of122

QTL effects for mRNA abundance (Rockman et al. 2010). Lastly,123

C. elegans is also one of the main models for experimental evo-124

lution (Gray and Cutter 2014; Teotónio et al. 2017). Mutation125

accumulation line panels in particular have long been used to126

estimate mutational heritability (Estes and Lynch 2003; Estes127

2005; Baer et al. 2005; Baer 2008; Phillips et al. 2009; Halligan and128

Keightley 2009) and to argue that standing levels of genetic vari-129

ation in natural populations for complex traits can be explained130

by a mutation-selection balance (Etienne et al. 2015; Farhadifar131

et al. 2016). As yet, existing C. elegans RIL panels are limited to132

biparental crosses, and yield coarse QTL mapping resolution.133

A prominent characteristic of C. elegans is its mixed androdi-134

oecious reproductive system, with hermaphrodites capable of135

either selfing, from a cache of sperm produced late in larval de-136

velopment (Hirsh et al. 1976), or outcrossing with males (Maupas137

1900). Sex determination is chromosomal, with hermaphrodites138

XX, and XO males maintained through crosses and rare X-139

chromosome non-disjunction during hermaphrodite gameto-140

genesis (Nigon 1949). Because males are typically absent from141

selfed broods but are half the progeny of a cross, twice the male142

frequency in a population is the expected outcrossing rate (Stew-143

art and Phillips 2002; Cutter 2004). Natural populations have144

low genetic diversity and very high linkage disequilibrium (LD),145

with generally weak global population structure and high local146

diversity among typically homozygous individuals at the patch147

scale (Barrière and Félix 2005, 2007; Cutter et al. 2009). Aver-148

age single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) diversity is on the149

order of 0.3% (Cutter 2006) though highly variable across the150

genome, reaching 16% or more in some hypervariable regions151

(Thompson et al. 2015). Low diversity and high LD is due to152

the predominance of inbreeding by selfing, which reduces the153

effective recombination rate and elevates susceptibility to linked154

selection (Palopoli et al. 2008; Rockman et al. 2010; Andersen et al.155

2012). Crosses between wild isolates have revealed outbreeding156

depression (Dolgin et al. 2007; Chelo et al. 2014), due presumably157

to disruption of epistatic allelic interactions (e.g., Gaertner et al.158

2012).159

Perhaps as a consequence of low but significant outcrossing160

(and a metapopulation demographic structure) several loci have161
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been found to be under some form of balancing selection (e.g.,162

Seidel et al. 2008; Ghosh et al. 2012; Greene et al. 2016). Moreover,163

evolution experiments involving crosses among multiple strains164

have shown high rates of outcrossing can persist given heritable165

variation for mating traits (Anderson et al. 2010; Teotónio et al.166

2012; Masri et al. 2013), and that frequent outcrossing in mod-167

erately sized populations may have facilitated loss of genetic168

diversity by partial selective sweeps, with excess heterozygos-169

ity maintained by epistatic selection on overdominant loci (e.g.,170

Chelo and Teotónio 2013; Chelo et al. 2014).171

This molecular and population genetic foundation suggests172

study of C. elegans may be fruitful for our understanding of the173

contribution of within- and between-locus non-additive interac-174

tions to complex traits and their evolution. Here we present a175

panel of 507 genome-sequenced RILs obtained by intercrossing176

16 wild isolates, and culturing at high outcrossing rates in pop-177

ulations of ≈ 104 for 140-190 generations of experimental evo-178

lution, followed by inbreeding by selfing for 13-16 generations.179

The C. elegans Multiparental Experimental Evolution (CeMEE)180

RIL panel complements existing C. elegans mapping resources181

by providing fine mapping resolution and high nucleotide di-182

versity. Using simulations, we show that the CeMEE panel can183

give gene-level resolution for common QTL with effects as low184

as 5%. Using subsets of RILs, we investigate the genetic basis of185

two fitness components, fertility and adult hermaphrodite body186

size, by variance decomposition under additive and additive-187

by-additive epistatic models, and by genome-wide 1- and 2-188

dimensional association testing. We find that the genetic basis189

of both traits, particularly fertility, is highly polygenic, with a190

significant role for interactions of large effect.191

Materials and Methods192

CeMEE derivation193

The panel was derived in 3 stages (Figure 1). First, 16 wild194

isolates (AB1, CB4507, CB4858, CB4855, CB4852, CB4586, MY1,195

MY16, JU319, JU345, JU400, N2 (ancestral), PB306, PX174, PX179,196

RC301; obtained from the Caenorhaditis Genetics Center) were197

inbred by selfing for 10 generations to ensure homozygosity,198

then intercrossed to funnel variation into a single multiparental199

hybrid population, as described in Teotónio et al. (2012). Each of200

the four funnel phases comprised multiple pairwise, reciprocal201

crosses at moderate population sizes (see Figure S1 of Teotónio202

et al. (2012) for full details of replication and population sizes).203

Second, the multiparental hybrid population was evolved204

for 140 discrete generations at population sizes of N ≈ 104 (out-205

crossing rate ≈ 0.5, Ne ≈ 103), to obtain the A140 population, as206

reported in (Teotónio et al. 2012; Chelo and Teotónio 2013; Chelo207

et al. 2013). Sex-determination mutations were then mass intro-208

gressed into the A140, while maintaining genetic diversity, to209

generate monoecious (obligately selfing hermaphrodites) and tri-210

oecious (partial selfing with males, females and hermaphrodites)211

populations, as detailed in Theologidis et al. (2014). Further212

replicated experimental evolution was carried out for 50 gener-213

ations under two environmental regimes: (1) a Control regime214

(conditions as before), with the wild-type Androdioecious re-215

productive system (CA50 collectively); and (2) a Gradual ex-216

posure to an increasing gradient of NaCl, from 25mM (stan-217

dard NGM-lite medium, US Biological) to 305mM until gen-218

eration 35 and thereafter, varying reproductive system (GX50,219

where X is Androdioecious, Monoecious or Trioecious). Al-220

though trioecious populations started evolution with only 0.1%221

of hermaphrodites, by generation 50 they were abundant (50%;222

see Figure S7 in Theologidis et al. (2014)). Androdioecious pop-223

ulations maintained outcrossing rates of >0.4 until generation224

35, soon after losing males to finish with an outcrossing rate of225

about 0.2 by generation 50 (Figure S5 in Theologidis et al. (2014)).226

This complex experimental evolution scheme was designed to227

study the effects of reproductive system on the genetics and evo-228

lution of complex traits, however here we consider this structure229

only in so far as it is relevant to the mapping of quantitative230

traits in the panel as a whole.231

Finally, hermaphrodites were inbred by selfing to obtain re-232

combinant inbred lines (RILs). Population samples (> 103 indi-233

viduals) were thawed from -80C and maintained under standard234

laboratory conditions for two generations. At the third genera-235

tion, single hermaphrodites were picked at the late third to early236

fourth larval stage (L3/L4) and placed in wells of 12-well culture237

plates, containing M9 medium (25mM NaCl) seeded with E. coli.238

Lines were propagated at 20C and 80% RH by transferring a sin-239

gle L3/L4 individual for 16 (A140 population) or 13 generations240

(4-7 days between transfers). At each passage, parental plates241

were kept at 4C to prevent growth until offspring production242

was verified, and in the case of failure two additional transfers243

were attempted before declaring line extinction. Inbreeding was244

done in several blocks from 2012 to 2016, in two different loca-245

tions. A total of 709 RILs were obtained and archived at -80C.246

Full designation of CeMEE RILs and sub-panels are in File S1247

and File S2.248

Sequencing and genotyping249

Full details of sequencing, genotype calling and variant filtra-250

tion can be found in the Supplementary Methods. In brief,251

founders were sequenced to >=30X depth with Illumina 50 or252

100bp paired-end reads, and variants were called against the253

WS245 C. elegans N2 reference genome (GATK 3.3-0 Haplotype-254

Caller; McKenna et al. 2010). After depth, quality, zygosity and255

frequency filtering, we arrived at a final set of 388,201 founder256

SNP markers at which to genotype RILs.257

RILs were sequenced with 100bp or 150bp paired-end reads258

to a mean depth of 5.1X. Genotypes were imputed by Hidden259

Markov Model (HMM), considering the 16 founder states and260

mean base qualities of reads. After removing closely related261

lines we retained 178 A140 RILs, 118 CA50 RILs (from three262

replicate populations), 127 GA50 RILs (three replicates), and 79263

GT50 RILs (two replicates). The 98 GM50 RILs (two replicates)264

are derived from monoecious populations and are highly related265

on average, grouping together into a small number of "isotypes".266

To prevent introduction of strong structure, we discarded all267

but five below a panel-wide pairwise identity threshold for the268

purposes of trait mapping (taking the line with greatest sequence269

coverage for each isotype, grouped by mean pairwise identity270

among lines of all other sub-panels + 5 standard deviations).271

In total, the CeMEE comprises 507 RILs from five sub-panels,272

with 352,583 of the founder markers segregating within it. Raw273

and filtered founder variants calls are in File S3 and File S4, and274

imputed RIL genotypes are in File S5.275

We estimated residual heterozygosity for 25 A140 lines se-276

quenced to >20X coverage (single sample calls using GATK 3.3-0277

HaplotypeCaller, variant filtration settings MQ < 50.0 || DP <278

5 || MQRankSum < -12.5 || SOR > 6 || FS > 60.0 || Read-279

PosRankSum < -8.0 || QD < 10.0 || DP > mean×3). Mean280

heterozygosity in these lines at founder sites is 0.095% (standard281

deviation 0.042%, range 0.033-0.18%).282
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Figure 1 CeMEE derivation. The multiparental intercross funnel phase comprised four stages of pairwise crosses and progeny
mixing, carried out in parallel at controlled population sizes. One hybridization cycle for a single founder cross is inset at left: in
each cycle, multiple reciprocal crosses were initiated, increasing in replicate number and census size each filial generation. F1 and
F2 progeny were first sib-mated, then reciprocal lines were merged by intercrossing the F3 and expanding the pooled G4 (for three
to four generations) before commencing the next reduction cycle. The resulting multiparental hybrid population was archived
by freezing, and samples were thawed and maintained for 140 non-overlapping generations of mixed selfing and outcrossing
under standard laboratory conditions to generate the A140 population. Hermaphrodites were then sampled from the A140 and
selfed to generated the A140 RILs. Additionally, the outbred A140 population was evolved for a further 50 generations under the
same conditions (control adapted lines; CA) or under adaptation to a salt gradient with varying sex ratios (GT, GM and GA lines;
Theologidis et al. 2014). See Materials and Methods for description of sub-panels, and Teotónio et al. (2012) for details of replicate
numbers and population sizes for each funnel generation.
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Genetic marker sets283

Four subsets of the 352,583 founder SNPs segregating in the Ce-284

MEE panel are used for analysis (referenced in the corresponding285

sections), which we define here:286

1. 248,668 markers used for GWAS with MAF > 0.05 in pheno-287

typed lines,288

2. 88,508 markers pruned of strong local LD (generated by289

LDAK in a two-pass window-based filtering on r2 < 0.98,290

see Heritability and phenotype prediction), used for analy-291

sis of interchromosomal LD and panel structure,292

3. 4,960 markers used for 2-dimensional testing, with MAF >293

0.05, weak local LD (Plink –indep-pairwise, window=200kb,294

step=10, r2<0.5), 6 5 missing or ambiguous imputed geno-295

types, and filtering across marker pairs for the presence of296

all four two-locus homozygote classes at a frequency of > 3297

in at least one test.298

4. 256,535 diallelic sites shared between the CeMEE and299

CeNDR panel with no missing or heterozygous calls.300

CeMEE genetic structure301

Differentiation from natural isolates and founders We com-302

pared similarity within and between the CeMEE RILs and 152 se-303

quenced wild isolates from the CeNDR panel (release 20160408).304

The distributions for all pairwise genotype and haplotype (%305

identity at 0.33cM scale in F2 map distance) distances are plotted306

in Figure S1, using marker set 4.307

Linkage disequilibrium (r2) was computed for founders and308

CeMEE RILs at the same set of sites (marker set 2, addition-309

ally filtered to MAF >1/16, then subsampled by a factor of 10310

for computational tractability), and plotted against genetic dis-311

tances (obtained by linear interpolation from the N2/CB4856312

map, scaled to F2 distances (Rockman and Kruglyak 2009). To313

assess the presence of subtle, long-range linkage disequilibria in314

the form of interchromosomal structure, we compared mean r2
315

among chromosomes to a null distribution generated by permu-316

tation where associations between chromosomes are random-317

ized within each RIL genome, and the contribution of allele318

frequency differentiation between sub-panels is controlled. In319

each permutation (n=5000), RIL genotypes (marker set 2) were320

randomly subsampled to equal size across chromosomes, split321

by chromosome, then shuffled within each sub-panel, before322

taking the mean correlation across chromosomes as test statistic323

(or omitting all single and pairwise chromosome combinations).324

The effect of local LD pruning is to reduce the weighting of long325

haplotypes in strong LD, in order to better assay weak interac-326

tions involving loci distributed throughout the majority of the327

genome. Permutation code is in File S6 (interchromLD.R).328

Reconstruction of ancestral haplotypes and genetic map ex-329

pansion For each RIL, founder haplotypes were inferred with330

the RABBIT HMM framework implemented in Mathematica331

(Zheng et al. 2015), conditioning on the recombination frequen-332

cies observed for the N2/CB4856 RILs (scaled to F2 map length;333

coordinates are in File S7 WS220_geneticMap.txt) (Rockman334

and Kruglyak 2009). Realized map expansion was estimated by335

maximum likelihood for each chromosome, before full marginal336

reconstruction (explicitly modeling recombination on the X and337

autosomes) using posterior decoding under the fully dependent338

homolog model (depModel). Under this model, appropriate339

for fully inbred diploids, chromosome homologs are assumed340

to have identical ancestral origins (prior identity by descent341

probability f = 1), and the recombination junction density (tran-342

sition probability) is given by the estimated map expansion (Ra)343

and genotyping error rates (set to 5× 10−5 for founders and344

5× 10−3 for RILs based on likelihood from a parameter sweep).345

Sites called as heterozygous or missing in the founders, or unre-346

solved to [0, 1] by the genotype imputation HMM in RILs were347

set to NA before reconstruction. To summarize performance, per348

marker posterior probabilities were filtered to >0.2, and haplo-349

type lengths and breakpoints were estimated from run lengths of350

marker assignments, taking the single best haplotype (if present),351

maintaining haplotype identity (if multiple assignments of equal352

probability), or the first among equals otherwise.353

To test reconstruction accuracy as a function of haplotype354

length, we performed matched simulations varying only the355

number of generations of random mating (code in File S8 RAB-356

BIT_simulations.R). Starting from a single population represent-357

ing all founders (N=1000, corresponding to the expected Ne358

during experimental evolution (Chelo and Teotónio 2013)), mat-359

ing occurred at random with equal contribution to the next360

generation. Recombination between homologous chromosomes361

occurred at a rate of 50cM, with full crossover interference, and362

the probability of meiotic crossover based on distances between363

marker pairs obtained by linear interpolation of genetic posi-364

tions (Rockman and Kruglyak 2009). For each chromosome, 10365

simulations were run sampling at 10, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250366

and 300 generations, and haplotype reconstruction was carried367

out as above. Maximum likelihood estimates of realized map368

expansion for simulations were used to calibrate a model for369

prediction of the effective number of generations in the RILs.370

With increasing generation number, Ra was progressively under-371

estimated due to unresolved small recombination events (e.g.,372

14% mean deviation at G300). Given this, we used a 2nd degree373

polynomial regression of Ra on the known number of genera-374

tions, which which was significantly preferred over a linear fit375

by likelihood ratio test (LRT).376

Population stratification Population stratification was assessed377

using principal component decomposition, and supervised and378

unsupervised discriminant analysis of principal components379

(DAPC; Jombart et al. 2010). In all cases decomposition was380

of genotypes pruned of strong local LD (marker set 2), mean381

centered and scaled to unit variance.382

Of the first 50 principal components, 10 are individually sig-383

nificantly associated with sub-panel identity by ANOVA (linear384

regression of each PC on sub-panel identity, tested against an in-385

tercept only model by LRT, p < 0.05 after Bonferroni correction).386

Seven of the top 10 PCs are significant, though others up to 38387

are also associated, showing that multiple sources of structure388

contribute to the major axes of variation.389

For DAPC (R package adegenet, Jombart (2008)), we used390

100 rounds of 10-fold cross-validation to determine the number391

of principal components required for optimal sub-panel assign-392

ment accuracy (the mean of per-group correct assignments). This393

value (40 PCs) was then used to infer groups by unsupervised394

k-means clustering (default settings of 10 starts, 105 iterations)395

with the number of groups selected on the Bayesian Information396

Criterion (BIC).397

Phenotyping398

Fertility In the experimental evolution scheme under which the399

CeMEE RILs were generated, a hermaphrodite’s contribution to400

the next generation is the number of viable embryos that survive401
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bleaching (laid, but unhatched, or in utero) that subsequently402

hatch to L1 larvae 24h later. We treat this phenotype as fertil-403

ity, and measured it for individual worms of 230 RILs. Full404

details are provided in the Supplementary Methods. In brief,405

we used manually-scored plate-based assays of the number of406

viable embryos produced by single adult hermaphrodites, with407

two independent plates for most RILs, which we consider as408

replicates for estimation of repeatability (see below). In total the409

median number of measurements per line was 43 (range 4-84).410

Final trait values were the Box-Cox transformed line coefficients411

from a Poisson generalized linear model (log link) with fixed412

categorical effects of plate row, column and edge (exterior rows413

and columns), and the count of offspring per worm as response414

variable (model S1 in Supplementary Methods). Data for 227415

RILs passed filtering (raw data are in File S9, model coefficients416

are in File S10), coming from RILs of three sub-panels (170 A140,417

45 GA50, 12 GT50). Sub-panel explains 4% of the variance in this418

trait, with GA50 RILs having higher mean fertility than the A140419

(linear regression of trait values on sub-panel identity, regression420

coefficient = 0.43, p = 0.01, see Figure S2).421

Adult hermaphrodite body size The area of adult422

hermaphrodite worms was measured using a Multi-Worm423

Tracker (Swierczek et al. 2011). Data were generated in two lab424

locations over several years, recording the relative humidity and425

temperature at the time of assay (see Supplementary Methods426

for full details). Final trait values were the Box-Cox transformed427

line coefficients from a linear model incorporating fixed effects428

of year, nested within location, and humidity and temperature,429

nested within location (model S3 in Supplementary Methods).430

Data for 410 RILs passed filtering, with 2 independent thaw431

blocks for most RILs (raw data are in File S11, final trait values432

are in File S12). Data come from RILs of three sub-panels (165433

A140, 118 CA50, 127 GA50), which explains 17% of variance in434

this trait. GA50 RILs are much larger than the A140 (regression435

coefficient = 0.94, p < 10−16; see Figure S2), and this is not436

driven by technical covariates: data acquisition for A140 RILs437

and GA50 RILs was relatively balanced with respect to location438

and time, and GA50 RILs are significantly larger cross all five439

lab/year blocks.440

Fertility and body size show significant phenotypic and ge-441

netic correlations (Figure S2; see also Poullet et al. (2016)), jus-442

tifying the latter being considered a fitness-proximal trait. For443

202 lines with data for both traits, the phenotypic correlation =444

0.35 (Spearman’s ρ for the final trait model coefficients used for445

QTL mapping, p = 2.3× 10−7), genetic correlation rG = 0.54446

(σs, f /
√

σ2
s σ2

f , where σs, f is genetic covariance between size and447

fertility, estimated by REML (R package sommer, Covarrubias-448

Pazaran (2016)) using unweighted additive genetic similarity A449

(see below).450

Heritability and phenotype prediction451

Repeatability Repeatability was estimated from ANOVA of the452

line replicate means for each trait as R = σ2
a / (σ2

a + σ2
e ), where453

σ2
a = (mean square among lines - mean square error)/n0, and454

n0 is a coefficient correcting for varying number of observations455

(1-4 plate means) per line (Lessells and Boag 1987; Sokal and456

Rohlf 1995). Assuming equal variance and equal proportions457

of environmental and genetic variance among replicates, R rep-458

resents on upper bound on broad-sense heritability (Falconer459

1981; Hayes and Jenkins 1997). Fertility data were square root460

transformed to decouple the mean and variance.461

Assumptions In inbred, isogenic lines, broad-sense heritabil-462

ity can also be estimated by linear mixed-effects model (LMM)463

from the covariance between genetic and phenotypic variances.464

The measurement of genetic similarity is, however, subject to465

a number of assumptions and is (almost) always, at best, an466

approximation (Speed and Balding 2015).467

A first assumption is that all markers are the causal alleles468

of phenotypic variation. It is unavoidable, however, that mark-469

ers tag the (unknown) causal alleles to different degrees due470

to variable linkage disequilibrium. A second, usually implicit,471

assumption in calculating genetic similarity is the weight given472

to markers as a function of allele frequency. Greater weight has473

typically been given to rare alleles in human research, which474

has support under scenarios of both selection and neutrality475

(Pritchard 2002). A third assumption, related to the first two, is476

the relationship between LD and causal variation. If the rela-477

tionship is positive - causal variants being enriched in regions of478

high LD - then heritability estimated from all markers will be up-479

wardly biased, since the signal from causal variation contributes480

disproportionately to genetic similarity (Speed et al. 2012).481

The use of whole genome sequencing largely addresses the482

first assumption, given (as here) very high marker density and483

an accurate reference genome, although in the absence of full484

de novo genomes from long-read data for each individual, the485

contribution of large scale copy-number and structural variation,486

and new mutation, will remain unknown. To account for the sec-487

ond and third assumptions, we used LDAK (v5.0) to explicitly488

account for LD in the CeMEE (decay half-life = 200Kb, min-cor489

= 0.005, min-obs = 0.95; Speed et al. 2012). Heritability estimates490

were not sensitive to variation in the decay parameter over a491

10-fold range or to the measurement unit (physical or genetic),492

and we used physical distance. Across the set of 507 RILs, 88,508493

segregating markers were used after local LD-based pruning494

(marker set 2) and, of these, 22,984 markers received non-zero495

weights (File S13). LD-weighting can magnify the effects of geno-496

typing errors. We tested the effect of excluding 17,740 markers497

with particularly low local LD (mean r2 over a 20 marker win-498

dow < 0.3, or the ratio of mean r2 to that of the window mean499

< 0.3) before estimation of LD weights. Heritability estimates500

were largely unchanged (within the reported intervals), as were501

our general conclusions on variance components and model502

performance.503

Modeling Given m SNPs, genetic similarity is calculated by first
scaling S, the n×m matrix of mean centered genotypes, where
Si,j is the number of minor alleles carried by line i (of n) at
marker j and frequency f , to give X:

Xi,j = (Si,j − 2 f j)× (2 f j(1− f j))
α
2 ; (1)

The additive genetic similarity matrix (GSM) A is then XXT/m.
Here α scales the relationship between allele frequency and effect
size (Speed et al. 2012), α = −1 corresponds to the assumption of
equal variance explained per marker (an inverse relationship of
effect size and allele frequency), while common alleles are given
greater weight at α>0. We tested α ∈ [−1.5,−1,−0.5, 0, 0.5, 1]
and report results that maximized prediction accuracy. With
Y the mean centered vector of n phenotype values scaled to
unit variance, the additive model fit for estimating genomic
heritability (h2) is then:

Y =
m

∑ Aβ + e,

with β ∼ N (0, σ2
g), e ∼ N (0, σ2

e )
(2)
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where β represents random SNP effects capturing genetic vari-504

ance σ2
g , and e is the residual error capturing environmental505

variance σ2
e . Given Y and A, heritability can be estimated from506

restricted/residual maximum likelihood (REML) estimates of507

genetic and residual variance as h2 = σ2
g /(σ2

g + σ2
e ). Note that508

we use the terms h2 and genomic heritability interchangeably509

here for convenience, although in some cases non-additive co-510

variances are included. We assume RILs are fully inbred.511

The existence of near-discrete recombination rate domains
across chromosomes has lead to a characteristic structure of nu-
cleotide variation, correlated with gene density and function
(Cutter et al. 2009). Variation also varies widely among chromo-
somes (Andersen et al. 2012; Rockman et al. 2010). This hetero-
geneity is not captured by aggregate genome-wide similarity
with equal marker weighting (Speed et al. 2012; Goddard et al.
2016). To better reflect observed LD, markers were first weighted
by the amount of genetic variation they tag along chromosomes
(Speed et al. 2012). Given m weights, wi, . . . , wm, genetic effects
for the basic model become:

β ∼ N (0, wσ2
g /W) (3)

where W is a normalizing constant. Second, we jointly mea-512

sured the variance explained by individual chromosomes (and513

by genetic variation in recombination rate domains within each514

chromosome), which can potentially improve the precision of515

heritability estimation if causal variants are not uniformly dis-516

tributed by allowing variance to vary among partitions. Third,517

we tested epistatic as well as additive genetic similarity with518

(1) the entrywise (Hadamard) product of additive GSMs, giving519

the probability of allele pair sharing (Henderson 1985; Jiang and520

Reif 2015), (2) higher exponents up to fourth order interactions521

and (3) haplotype-based similarity at multi-gene scale. Addi-522

tional similarity components (additive or otherwise) are added523

as random effects to the above model to obtain independent es-524

timation of variance components (see Supplementary Methods525

for details).526

Model fit was assessed by phenotype predictions from leave-527

one-out cross-validation, calculating the genomic best linear528

unbiased prediction (GBLUP; Meuwissen et al. 2001; VanRaden529

2008) for each RIL and returning the squared correlation coeffi-530

cient (r2) between observed and predicted trait values (carried531

out in LDAK). To avoid bias associated with sample size all mod-532

els were unconstrained (non-error variance components were533

allowed to vary outside 0-1 during convergence) unless other-534

wise noted, which generally gave better likelihood for multi-535

component models.536

GWAS537

1-dimensional tests For single trait, single marker association,
we fitted linear mixed-effects models:

Y = βX + g + e, with g ∼ N (0, σ2
g A), e ∼ N (0, σ2

e ) (4)

where X is the matrix of fixed effects (SNP genotype) and β is538

the effect on phenotypic variation that is estimated. g are the ran-539

dom effects describing genetic covariances (equation 3) account-540

ing for non-independence among tests due to an assumed poly-541

genic contribution to phenotype, with A the n× n genetic simi-542

larity matrix from the most predictive additive fit found for each543

trait, and e is residual error. The above model was compared to a544

null model excluding genotype effects by likelihood ratio test (fit545

using the LIMIX Python package, https://github.com/limix/limix).546

GWAS p-values for size and fertility are in File S14, using genetic547

similarities in File S15 and File S16.548

To assess the mapping resolution and power of the CeMEE549

panel, we carried out GWAS according to the model above for550

simulated phenotypes. We simulated a single additive locus (h2
551

from 1 to 30%) and a background polygenic component of equal552

variance (scenarios of 10, 100 or 1000 loci), chosen at random553

from SNPs with MAF > 0.05, with genetic and environmental554

effect sizes drawn independently from the standard normal dis-555

tribution (code is in File S17, GWAS_simulations). GWAS was556

carried out 1000 times for each scenario, controlling for related-557

ness with LD-weighted additive genetic similarity (α = −0.5).558

Power was estimated from a binomial generalized linear model559

considering all three polygenic scenarios together. Precision, the560

fraction of significant QTL that are true positives, was assessed561

after masking a 1cM window around the simulated causal SNP.562

Detection intervals around QTL were defined as a drop in the563

logarithm of odds (LOD) score of 2 (Morton 1955), and were564

calculated from similarly powered markers with > MAF, with565

p-values converted to LOD scores as χ2/2× log(2)/log10(2))566

(Nyholt 2000). True positives were defined as cases where the567

exact simulated site was detected, false positives were 2-LOD568

drop QTL among all other markers detected at a 5% significance569

permutation threshold (see below).570

All 507 lines were used for simulation, and all GWAS tested571

248,668 markers with MAF > 0.05 (marker set 1; code is in File572

S18, GWAS_traits.py). Significance thresholds were established573

by permutation (Anderson and Ter Braak 2003), with pheno-574

types generated by permuting phenotype residuals given the575

estimated relatedness among lines to ensure exchangeability in576

the presence of polygenic causal effects or structure (A), using577

the R package mvnpermute (Abney 2015). Significance level α578

is the corresponding percentile of the minimum p-values from579

1000 permutations.580

Given correlation between traits, we also tested phenotype581

residuals for each trait after linear regression on the other, and a582

multi-trait LMM fitting general and specific effects. No markers583

were significant in any case (analysis not shown).584

2-dimensional tests We tested for epistasis over a reduced
search space (marker set 3), on the assumption of complete
homozygosity, for a total of 19,913,422 marker pairs (inter- and
intrachromosomal). We used a two-level hierarchical procedure,
first testing a full linear model (M1, main and interaction ef-
fects) against a reduced model (M0, intercept only) by ANOVA,
taking as summary statistic the p-value from a likelihood ratio
test. Significance at level 1 was tested against a null distribution
generated by full phenotype permutation (i.e., no additive or
interaction effects), with α = 10% from the minimum values
seen for each chromosome pair (n > 5000 permutations). We
then tested the interaction term specifically for marker pairs
significant at level 1 using a parametric bootstrap (Bůžková et al.
2011): M1 was fit to responses sampled with replacement from
M2 (n=10,000), taking the interaction p-value as test statistic,
and then comparing the observed statistic to the null distri-
bution (significance declared at p < 0.01). Code is in File S19
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2D_hierarchical.py.

M0 : Y = µ + e
M1 : Y = µ + βiXi + β jXj + βijXij + e

H0(1) : βi = β j = βij = 0

M2 : Y = µ + βiXi + β jXj + e

H0(2) : βij = 0

(5)

We initially ignored relatedness for 2D testing, then fit LMMs585

as above (equation 2) with genetic covariance A for candidate586

interactions (R package hglm; Shen et al. 2014). From eight candi-587

date interactions for size, we excluded two for which interaction588

p-values by LMM were almost an order of magnitude higher.589

The six remaining candidates changed little (three were lower by590

LMM). For fertility, interaction p-values were largely insensitive591

to relatedness (lower for six of eight cases by LMM). Models592

were also fit to raw trait values (in addition to the power trans-593

formed values) to assess scale effects. One interaction for fertility594

was significant for transformed values only and was excluded.595

The amount of phenotypic variance explained by interactions596

for each trait was estimated by linear model adjusted R2, jointly597

fitting all main and two-locus interactions. These estimates were598

similar to those from LMM variance components, fitting ran-599

dom effects corresponding to additive and additive-by-additive600

genetic similarity separately at candidate interactions and back-601

ground markers (point estimates were 6% lower for size and602

<1% lower for fertility).603

We also tested for excess weaker polygenic interactions by604

taking the sum of log likelihood ratios (LRs) for each marker605

against all other markers on one other chromosome (2D sum606

tests). Significance was tested at a single threshold (LR > 16,607

around the maximum value seen among pairwise interaction608

null p-values), using the equivalent of the above hierarchical609

procedure: LRs for M1 vs. M0 were first summed for each610

marker and compared to a null distribution generated by full611

phenotype permutation. Candidate markers significant at level 1612

(alpha = 0.01) were then tested for significance of the interaction613

terms against a distribution of LR sums from null additive mod-614

els for tests with LR > 16 in the observed data. This was repeated615

1,000 times, with permutation order fixed across bootstraps to616

maintain correlation structure, and significance was declared at617

p < 0.01. Code is in File S20, 2D_sumLRbootstrap.R.618

Data Availability619

Sequence data are available from NCBI SRA under BioProject620

PRJNA381203. Raw and processed phenotype and genotype621

data, and analysis scripts are provided as Supplementary Files622

(see Data Documentation for additional details) and archived in623

FigShare under DOI 10.6084/m9.figshare.5466574.v1. RILs are624

available from the authors.625

Results and Discussion626

CeMEE differentiation from natural populations627

The CeMEE panel of recombinant inbred lines draws variation628

from sixteen founders, and shuffles the diversity they contain629

through more than 150 generations of predominant outcrossing630

at moderate population size. Isolates used to create the panel631

together carry approximately 25% of single nucleotide variants632

known to segregate in the global C. elegans population (CeNDR;633

Caenorhabditis elegans Natural Diversity Resource; Cook et al.634

2017). The founders vary considerably in distance to the N2635

reference strain, with the Hawaiian CB4856 and German MY16636

isolates together contributing over half of all markers, while637

CB4507 is closely related to N2 (Figure S4A). Comparison of638

pairwise genetic distances in the CeMEE and 152 sequenced639

wild isolates (including a small number of more recently isolated,640

highly divergent lines) illustrates the scale of novelty generated641

by the multiparental cross (Figure S1). The CeMEE RILs occupy642

a substantial subspace of CeNDR genotypic diversity, without643

the extensive haplotype sharing among wild-isolates and with644

the creation of many new multigenic haplotypes (Figure S1).645

CeMEE differentiation from parental founders646

Since C. elegans natural isolates suffer from outbreeding depres-647

sion (Dolgin et al. 2007), the mixing phase is expected to generate648

high variance in fitness which, channeled through bottlenecks649

during serial intercrossing and population expansion, gives am-650

ple opportunity for loss of diversity through drift and selection.651

Fixation of N2 alleles at one X chromosome locus, spanning652

the known major effect behavioral locus npr-1 (de Bono and653

Bargmann 1998; Gloria-Soria and Azevedo 2008; McGrath et al.654

2009; Reddy et al. 2009; Andersen et al. 2014; Bendesky et al.655

2011), during establishment of the A140 population has been656

documented with a coarse marker set (Teotónio et al. 2012). More657

broadly, the outbred A140 population showed non-negligible658

departure from the founders, with 32,244 alleles lost (unseen in659

both the A140 and RILs, 26,593 of these being founder single-660

tons; Figure 2). Subsequent change during the inbreeding (and661

further adaptation) stages to generate RILs was more restricted,662

with an additional 3,171 alleles lost (2,542 of these at <10% fre-663

quency in both founders and the A140). Importantly, however,664

the physical distribution of allelic loss is relatively restricted:665

at least one marker is segregating in the CeMEE RILs at >5%666

minor allele frequency within 95.5% of 20Kb segments across667

the genome (97.2% of autosomal segments; for reference, protein668

coding genes are spaced just under 5Kb apart on average in the669

100Mb C. elegans N2 genome).670

Analysis of differentiation across variant functional classes671

showed large departures in frequency for coding variation672

(synonymous and non-synonymous) and the smallest for in-673

tronic variation (Figure 3D). Putative regulatory variation was674

highly variable across experimental phases, being the most dy-675

namic class during the funnel intercross and initial adaptation676

(founders to A140) stage, but changing less than the mean value677

for all classes for generations between the A140 and RILs. This678

pattern was observed across all of the sub-panels that make up679

the CeMEE (not shown), notably the A140 RILs which differ680

from the outbred A140 by only inbreeding, suggesting differen-681

tial dominance of coding and regulatory variation (Wray 2007;682

Gruber et al. 2012). Without sequence data for the outbred CA50,683

GA50, GM50 or GT50 populations, we cannot assess the impact684

of inbreeding on the fixation of alleles more generally. These ef-685

fects are expected to depend on reproductive mode and selection686

(Charlesworth and Wright 2001; Morran et al. 2009; Chelo and687

Teotónio 2013; Chelo et al. 2014; Kamran-Disfani and Agrawal688

2014).689

Local linkage disequilibrium, while non-uniform among chro-690

mosomes, decays relatively rapidly on average, approaching691

background levels by 0.5cM (F2 map scale) on average (Fig-692

ure 3 and Figure S3). Disequilibrium between pairs of loci693

on different chromosomes is, as expected, very weak (r2 0.99,694
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Figure 2 Minor allele frequencies of founders and the outbred
A140 population (A), A140 and RILs (inbreeding only for the
A140 RILs, further adaptation then inbreeding for G50 RILs;
B), and founders against all RILs (C). Insets show frequency
quantiles. Changes in major/minor class across contrasts are
ignored (among these cases, unfolded frequencies for just
3,699 sites differ by more than 50% for founders vs. RILs). D.
Change in allele frequency (absolute log ratios) for the same
contrasts by functional class: intronic, synonymous and non-
synonymous, putative regulatory variation (US/DS; ≤200bp
from an annotated transcript or N2 pseudogene), or intergenic
(none of the above). Points are mean values (diameter exceeds
the standard errors).

0.95 quantiles = 0.538, 0.051 within chromosomes versus 0.037,695

0.022 across chromosomes), with one prominent exception. At696

a single pair of loci on chromosomes II and III, we observe r2
697

> 0.5 (II:2,284,322, which tags an intact MARINER5 transposon698

(WBTransposon00000128) that harbors an expressed miRNA in699

the N2 reference, and III:1,354,894-1,425,217, a broad region of700

mostly unannotated genes). The maximum interchromosomal701

r2 for all other pairs is 6 0.27. Genotypes in repulsion phase are702

rare across these regions in the RILs (p < 10−70, Fisher Exact703

Test), absent in the founders, and present in only 1 of 124 wild iso-704

lates surveyed with unambiguous variant calls in these regions705

(Caenorhabditis elegans Natural Diversity Resource). This sug-706

gests the presence of at least one two-locus incompatibility ex-707

posed by inbreeding or, perhaps more likely given the uncertain-708

ties of reference-based genotyping, a transposon-mediated II-III709

transposition polymorphism among founders. Three founders710

contribute the chromosome II non-reference haplotype, but ex-711

tremely poor read mapping in this region for these and other712

isolates, consistent with high local divergence as well as po-713

tential structural variation, means our short read data are not714

informative in resolving these alternatives.715

To better quantify the extent of subtle interchromosomal716

structure in the CeMEE we compared the observed correla-717

tions among chromosomes to values from permutations, shuf-718

fling lines within sub-panels, among chromosomes (Figure 3).719

The observed mean value for the genome, while extremely720

low, is higher than the maximum value of the null distribution721

(p < 2 × 10−4 from 5000 permutations), indicating the pres-722

ence of extensive weak interactions. Further permutations drop-723

ping single or pairs of chromosomes showed that interactions724

between autosomes and the X chromosome contribute dispro-725

portionately (although all pairwise combinations exceeded the726

respective null maxima).727

Founder haplotype blocks and genetic map expansion728

The CeMEE panel is highly recombined and any simple, large-729

effect incompatibilities between founders are likely to have been730

purged early on in experimental evolution. For example, a hap-731

lotype containing peel-1 and zeel-1, a known incompatibility732

locus that segregates among the founders on the left arm of733

chromosome I (Seidel et al. 2008, 2011), is fixed in the RILs (Fig-734

ure 4a). Cases such as this are best appreciated when the mosaic735

of founder haplotypes that comprise each RIL genome is in-736

ferred.737

Founder haplotypes in the RILs were reconstructed with738

the multiparent HMM framework RABBIT (Zheng et al. 2015),739

assigning 96.9% of markers to a single founder haplotype at pos-740

terior probability > 0.2 (84.2% > 0.5; median value across lines.741

Haplotype sharing in the 16 founders means that unambigu-742

ous assignment to a single founder is not always possible). For743

illustration purposes, a summary of reconstructed haplotypes744

for the A140 RILs on chromosomes I, IV and X are shown in745

Figure 4, at both physical and genetic scales to make the differ-746

ences between these units plain. The observed recombination747

landscapes generally recapitulate those inferred from classical748

linkage mapping studies and from the N2/CB4856 RIAIL cross749

(Rockman and Kruglyak 2009), with recombination rate high in750

chromosome arms and low in centers. With the additional map751

expansion gained here (see below), we note that suppression of752

recombination is clearly strong, but not complete, within sub-753

telomeric regions (see, for example, the exceptionally large right754

tip of chromosome X, spanning almost 2Mb, in Figure 4c).755
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Figure 3 Linkage disequilibrium in founders (A) and all Ce-
MEE RILs (B; F2 genetic map distance, LOESS fit to mean r2).
C. Interchromosomal structure is weak but significant. Ob-
served mean r2 between all chromosomes (red vertical bar)
plotted against the null distribution from permutations ran-
domizing lines across chromosomes (within sub-panels to
exclude effects of population structure). D. Permutations drop-
ping pairs of chromosomes implicate X-autosome interactions.
Color and size are (redundantly) scaled by enrichment over
the null distribution (95% percentile), relative to the genome-
wide mean value.

In general, founder haplotype diversity among RILs remains756

high: across reconstructed intervals the median number of haplo-757

types observed in more than one RIL is 12 (posterior probability758

> 0.5). Contributions clearly vary from equality, with lines most759

divergent from the N2 reference (CB4856 and MY16) overrep-760

resented and lines more similar to the reference underrepre-761

sented (with the exception of the large region of chromosome762

X, spanning npr-1, which is largely fixed for N2/CB4507 alle-763

les (Figure 4c). To examine whether these biases were merely764

technical, and establish expectations for reconstruction complete-765

ness and resolution in the presence of haplotype redundancy,766

we simulated genomes of varying pedigree length (up to 300767

generations). As expected, reconstruction was hampered by768

increasing recombination, and by ambiguity between similar769

founders (Figure S4). Bias toward divergent haplotypes was not770

observed in the reconstruction simulations, however, suggesting771

the overrepresentation of CB4856 and MY16 may be due to se-772

lection, notably for long haplotypes across the central domain of773

chromosome IV (Figure 4b). Reconstruction completeness for the774

A140 RILs is generally in line with expectations for a pedigree775

of 150 generations. Clear exceptions are chromosome IV, where776

we recover more than expected under random sampling, and777

chromosome V, where we recover less. Haplotype lengths from778

simulated reconstructions showed that we progressively under-779

estimate recombination breakpoints due to imperfect resolution780

of small haplotypes (Figure S4).781

The relationship between known generation and estimated782

realized map expansion from reconstruction simulations allows783

prediction of the number of effective generations of outcrossing.784

Across the five CeMEE sub-panels, mean autosomal generation785

ranges from 227 (GM monoecious RILs) to 284 (CA androdioe-786

cious lines), with a weighted average of 260 for the panel as a787

whole (Figure S5). Estimated genetic map expansion is highly788

variable across chromosomes: IV appears to be exceptionally789

recombinant in all sub-panels, with expansion more than twice790

that of chromosomes I-III, due largely to a high frequency, highly791

structured haplotype on the far right arm and tip (Figure 4b).792

This region spans one of the two large C. elegans piRNA clus-793

ters (Ruby et al. 2006), which encodes more than 15,000 piRNA794

transcripts, interspersed with active transposons and protein795

coding genes. Several trivial explanations for the unusual ap-796

parent expansion, such as elevated genotyping error rate or797

founder haplotype ambiguity, or distortions in the N2/CB4856798

genetic map use to condition reconstruction probabilities, are799

not supported (data not shown), although the extent of large-800

scale structural variation among founders in this region (with801

the exception of CB4856, which does not show unusual levels802

of SNP or copy number variation in the assembly of Thomp-803

son et al. (2015)) is unknown. Potential technical artifacts aside,804

the locus may represent a hitherto undetected recombination805

hotspot (whether through attraction, or suppression of observed806

recombination elsewhere on the chromosome), a site of rampant807

gene conversion, or the focus of early and sustained selection808

during the initial intercross phase (potentially epistatic in nature,809

see Neher and Shraiman (2009)). We previously proposed that810

evolution of this region may have involved a recombination rate811

modifier (through gene conversion) during the first 140 genera-812

tions of experimental evolution in order to explain the observed813

excess haplotype diversity (see discussion and Figures S4 and814

S5 of Chelo and Teotónio (2013)). In contrast, chromosome V,815

which has been the focus of a recent large-scale selective sweep816

(Andersen et al. 2012), shows more variable expansion across817
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sub-panels suggestive of ongoing evolution (Figure S5).818

Population stratification819

We examined additional genetic structure in the CeMEE RIL820

panel stemming from the presence of distinct sub-panels of RILs821

that vary in experimental evolution histories. In the context of822

QTL mapping, this structure can represent nuisance variation823

that can bias estimates of heritability if unknown factors covary824

with the trait of interest, structure that is causally associated825

with a trait, or non-causal structure due solely to population826

stratification (or any combination of these factors).827

To gauge the extent of population stratification we compared828

the results of supervised and unsupervised discriminant analy-829

sis of principal components (DAPC; Jombart 2008), which parti-830

tions within and between group variation, using either known831

or inferred populations, based on linear combinations of prin-832

cipal components. By selection of discriminant functions that833

best predict known CeMEE sub-panel membership, it is clear834

that the varied evolutionary history has, unsurprisingly, gen-835

erated significant genetic structure. The number of principal836

components selected by cross-validation that best predicts pop-837

ulation membership is 40, which together explain 25% of the838

variance (though only a fraction of these components are signif-839

icantly associated, considered singly or in pairs, see Materials840

and Methods). Unsupervised DAPC, which infers groups based841

on variance minimization and model penalization criteria (k-842

means clustering, BIC), selected 5-8 clusters which best explain843

the data (∆ BIC < 1 over this range), although the rate of suc-844

cessful assignment was low (e.g., 36% at the true value of k=5).845

Together, these results suggest that genetic structure within, as846

well as between sub-panels, is of comparable magnitude.847

Heritability and predictability of fitness-proximal traits848

We measured two traits that are important components of fitness849

as defined under our experimental evolution scheme – the fertil-850

ity and size of young adult hermaphrodites – and thus represent851

challenging case studies for mapping of complex traits in the852

panel (Poullet et al. 2016). The traits are correlated (Figure S2)853

and vary extensively in the CeMEE RILs: hermaphrodite fertility854

varies more than five-fold, and size varies more than three-fold855

(Figure 6).856

Repeatability, genomic heritability and prediction RIL repeata-857

bility (an upper bound on broad sense heritability, H2, under858

certain assumptions (Dohm 2002)) for both traits was relatively859

high – 0.76 for fertility and 0.80 for size. Additive genetic sim-860

ilarity based on the probability of allele sharing at all markers,861

equally weighted, gave genomic heritability estimates not signif-862

icantly different to 0, however (likelihood ratio test; not shown).863

This suggested that genome-wide genotypic similarity is poorly864

correlated with causal variation for these traits, potentially due865

to variable LD or epistatic cancellation (Lachowiec et al. 2015).866

We thus examined alternative measures of genetic similarity867

to address the apparent lack of additive genomic heritability,868

varying assumptions about the relationship of MAF, LD and869

effect sizes, and the distribution of causal variation among chro-870

mosome and recombination rate domains. Model predictive871

power (r2) was compared by leave-one-out cross-validation (see872

Materials and Methods and Supplementary Methods).873

Heritability estimates and prediction accuracy are summa-874

rized in Table 1, comparing the simplest models – additive (A)875

only, or additive + additive-by-additive (A2) genetic covariance876

at the genome level – and the most predictive models for each877

trait (r2 by leave-one-out cross validation). Given relatively878

high variance in relatedness, we are powered to detect large879

differences in additive heritabilities despite modest sample sizes880

for analysis of this kind, although the differences between indi-881

vidual models are generally minor. For fertility, with just 227882

lines, we have 50% power at a significance level of 0.05 to reject883

h2 = 0 if h2 = 0.38, and >95% power at our estimate of H2 (and884

marginally better power for size), based on the best performing885

measure of additive similarity for each trait (Visscher et al. 2014).886

Low power to detect statistical epistasis is unavoidable given887

the multiplicative scaling of variance in genetic similarity.888

While phenotype prediction accuracy is generally poor, some889

broad trends are apparent in the ranking. Additive heritabil-890

ity based on LD-weighted markers was relatively high for size891

(0.58), though less so for fertility (0.24). In neither case was addi-892

tive similarity alone the best predictor of phenotype, however.893

Nine of the top 10 models for fertility incorporated epistasis894

in some form, with the best of these giving 57% improvement895

over the best additive model. For size, the advantage was less896

clear: three of the top four models included epistasis, though the897

performance differential between the best epistatic and additive898

models was only 3%.899

Notably, partitioning of the genome based on recombina-900

tion rate domains performed well for both traits, and was the901

preferred model for fertility. In general, scaling the expected902

relationship between allele frequency and effect size (α; see Ma-903

terials and Methods) had weak effects on prediction. However,904

within models (varying only α), negative values were generally905

preferred for size (rarer alleles having larger effects), and pos-906

itive for fertility, suggesting the frequency spectrum of causal907

variants for the two traits varies in the RILs. Nevertheless, the908

additive genetic correlation between traits was generally high909

(e.g., rG = 0.54 for genetic similarity unweighted by allele fre-910

quency).911

Effects of population stratification on heritability estimation912

Given the stratified nature of the CeMEE panel, we tested for ef-913

fects on heritability estimation in three ways. First, we estimated914

heritability for individual sub-panels (best additive models only).915

Although highly uncertain given the very small sample sizes,916

estimates were positive for two of the three sub-panels for adult917

body size and for both of two sub-panels tested (n > 50) for918

fertility, spanning the reported values for all lines.919

Second, we estimated within sub-panel heritability by fitting920

population means as covariates (best A and A+A2 models). For921

adult body size, where GA RILs are significantly larger than922

other panels, this reduced estimated heritability to 0.15 (A, from923

0.58) and 0.38 (A+A2, with A2=0.30). Fertility, for which trait924

values vary only weakly with sub-panel, was largely unchanged925

at 0.45 (A) and (the unreasonably high, and uncertain) estimate926

of 1.44 (SD 0.75) for A+A2, with a dominant contribution from927

epistasis.928

Third, we applied the method of Yang et al. (2011), developed929

for unrelated human populations, which compares the sum930

of heritabilities estimated for single chromosomes to that of a931

model fitting all chromosomes jointly. In the former case, genetic932

correlations across chromosomes due to population structure933

will result in ∑ h2
C(single) > h2

C, since the genotype of one chro-934

mosome will be predictive of that of others, while fitting all935

chromosomes jointly gives independent conditional estimates.936

The reasonable underlying assumptions are that structure is937

more significant between than within populations, and is not938

causally associated with phenotypic variance, although the latter939
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(a) Chromosome I

Figure 4 A140 RIL founder haplotype reconstruction and structure for chromosomes I, IV and X. A. Founder haplotypes in physical
and genetic distances. Each plotted point is a marker, with its size scaled by posterior probability (minimum 0.2; regions of low
marker density are visible as vertical white swathes through RIL haplotypes). Founder contributions are summarized below in
B. Loci discussed in the text are indicated: the zeel-1/peel-1 incompatibility on the left arm of chromosome I (haplotype compati-
bility group, either experimentally tested in Seidel et al. (2008) or determined here from genotype data, is indicated below as an
arrowhead for Bristol (N2) or an x for Hawaii (CB4856); extreme haplotype differentiation within a piRNA cluster on the right arm
and tip of chromosome IV; and the fixation of N2/CB4507 haplotypes over a large region of the X chromosome left arm spanning
npr-1, alleles of which have pleiotropic effects on behavior and laboratory adaptation (de Bono and Bargmann 1998; Gloria-Soria
and Azevedo 2008; McGrath et al. 2009; Andersen et al. 2014). C-G show summary statistics evaluated at 5Kb or 0.01cM resolution,
with vertical scales for each metric fixed across chromosomes, and the positions of recombination rate boundaries inferred for the
N2×CB4856 RIAILs (Rockman and Kruglyak 2009) indicated with shaded bars. C. Haplotype length; mean length extending from
the focal position. D. p (haplo.); test of reconstructed founder haplotype proportions, relative to expectation based on reconstruc-
tion frequency from G150 simulations (−log10(p) from a χ2 goodness-of-fit test). E. t (geno.); change in allele frequency from the
founders (absolute value of Welch’s t statistic for founder vs. RIL genotype counts). F. N haplo.; the number of unique founder hap-
lotypes detected at each position, with the maximum value of 16 indicated. G. N RILs; the number of RIL haplotypes reconstructed
at each interval (> 0.2 posterior probability), with the maximum value of 178 indicated.

might not hold for fitness-proximal traits. Comparing the sum940

of heritability estimates from samples of half the chromosomes941

(∑ h2
/2) to that from all chromosomes (additive similarity only),942

results suggested stratification may contribute significantly to943

our estimates for size, with mean ∑ h2
/2=0.72 (contributing 20%944

of the total given h2=0.60 for a joint chromosome model), but not945

for fertility (mean ∑ h2
/2 < h2). Fitting up to 80 principal compo-946

nents as covariates for size failed to bring this ratio to equality,947

but progressively eroded the heritability estimate (minimum948

10% inflation for 80 PCs, h2=0.30), while fitting three DAPCs949

(based on the top 40 PCs) fully accounted for the difference950

(mean ∑ h2
/2 = h2 = 0.39). Notably, performing the same analy-951

sis within sub-panels, however, gave a similar level of ’inflation’952

for size within the largest group of RILs (28%), suggesting that953
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(b) Chromosome IV

structure not associated with sub-panel is also influential.954

The above analyses lead us to conclude that results presented955

in Table 1 for fertility are robust, while those for adult size are956

somewhat less so. The extent of inflation, however, is unlikely957

to be as severe as indicated by disjoint genome partitioning, and958

no covariates were fit for subsequent analyses.959

GWAS960

QTL mapping power and precision We first explored general961

characteristics of the CeMEE panel relevant to mapping quanti-962

tative traits. Association tests were carried out by linear mixed-963

effects model on simulated phenotypes, varying the effect size964

of causal variation and the degree of polygenicity (see Materials965

and Methods). For an allele explaining >4.7% of the phenotypic966

variance, power to detect the association is >50% (permutation967

5% significance threshold of p < 1.62 × 10-6), with precision968

(% true positives of all positives) >50%, (Figure 5). When de-969

tected, the median QTL support interval (a drop in LOD score970

of 2) spans < 10Kb for variants explaining >2.5% of trait vari-971

ance. Given an average gene size of approximately 5Kb in C.972

elegans N2, including intergenic sequence, the CeMEE reaches973

sub-genic resolution for alleles of large effect (>10%), yielding974

high mapping precision (Figure 5). We note that our simulations975

are unbiased with respect to chromosomal location. If causal976

variation is enriched on the highly recombinant arms, these977

estimates are likely to be conservative.978

1D mapping of fertility and size We tested for single marker979

effects on size and fertility by linear mixed-effects model, con-980

trolling for genome-wide relatedness using the most predictive981

LD-weighted additive genetic similarity matrix for each trait982

(see above). Based on permutation thresholds, no single markers983

were significant (Figure 6). For size, p-values were moderately984

inflated at the high end, but were strongly deflated for fertility,985

consistent with model misspecification. Results were largely in-986

dependent of the method used to define similarity or, for fertility,987

whether correction for relatedness was applied at all (Figure S6).988

LD score regression, a related approach that explicitly assumes989

an infinitesimal architecture (Bulik-Sullivan et al. 2015), gave fur-990

ther support for extensive polygenicity with effects distributed991

across the genome (again, mostly clearly for fertility; Figure S7).992

Given significant heritabilities for both traits, and the results993

of GWAS simulations, the absence of individually significant994

associations suggests architectures comprising many variants995

with additive effects explaining <5% of the phenotypic variance.996

2D mapping of additive-by-additive interactions Given sugges-997

tive evidence for epistasis from variance decomposition and a998

lack of individually significant additive effects by 1D mapping,999
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(c) Chromosome X

we sought to identify interactions among markers underlying1000

variance in size and fertility. At a significance level of α=0.1 we1001

detected eight interactions (between 13 loci) for fertility and six1002

(12 loci) for size, with modest marginal additive effects (Figure 7;1003

median value of the minimum single-locus statistics per pair1004

p = 1.7× 10−4 for fertility and p = 2.6× 10−5 for size). The1005

variance explained by each pair, considered individually, is high:1006

12-15% for fertility and around 8% for size. The joint additive1007

effects of these markers explain 9.1% and 9.5% of the phenotypic1008

variances, respectively, while a full interaction model explains1009

38% and 32%.1010

By summing likelihood ratios (LRs) in 1-dimensional space to1011

test for polygenic epistasis, we also detected 31 unique markers1012

with excess (1:many) interchromosomal interactions for fertility1013

(α=0.01), and 77 for size Figure 7). A minority of these sites1014

were also significant in single pair tests (three for fertility, four1015

for size). Notably, loci on chromosome IV in modest linkage1016

(marker positions 1,888,439, 1,894,021 and 1,914,315 Mb) are in-1017

volved in individually significant interactions of opposite effect1018

with chromosomes II, III and IV explaining 17% of the variance1019

in fertility, and IV:1,914,315 also shows a significant excess of1020

interactions with chromosome II (n=132). IV:1,914,315 is found1021

within an intron of egl-18 (encoding a GATA transcription fac-1022

tor), while the two other markers fall within the exceptionally1023

large serial intergenic region between egl-18 and egl-4 (encod-1024

ing a cyclic-GMP-dependent protein kinase thought to act in1025

the TGF-beta pathway). Both genes vary in coding and UTR1026

sequence among the founders, and have numerous known phe-1027

notypes from classical induced mutations and RNAi spanning1028

the gamut of behavior, development and reproduction. Their1029

eponymous phenotype, egg-laying abnormal (Egl), is retention1030

of oocytes and embryos, a phenotype selected during experimen-1031

tal evolution in which embryos were extracted each generation1032

by bleaching (Poullet et al. 2016).1033

Conclusions1034

We have described the generation, characterization and appli-1035

cation of the first multiparental mapping panel for the model1036

organism C. elegans. Drawing on effectively 260 generations1037

of outcrossing at moderate population size during laboratory1038

culture, full reference-based genome sequencing of the 16 inbred1039

wild founders, and dense genotyping of the RILs, the CeMEE1040

panel yields gene-level mapping resolution for additive alleles1041

explaining 5% or more of trait variance. For traits such as gene1042

expression, for which local variation typically accounts for up-1043

wards of 20% (e.g., Brem and Kruglyak 2005; Rockman et al.1044

2010; King et al. 2014, the majority of (detected) QTL intervals1045

will dissect single genes.1046
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Table 1 Genomic heritability estimates

Trait GSM α r2 h2 (SD) LR

Size A -0.5 0.073 A 0.58 (0.14) 10.8

A+A2 -0.5 0.093 A 0.57 (0.15) 10.9

A2 0.21 (0.51)

Fertility A 1 0.012 A 0.24 (0.24) 0.01

A+A2 1 0.029 A 0.36 (0.21) 2.67

A2 1.24 (0.87)

(A+A2)rec 1 0.064 Aarm 0.44 (0.18) 6.98

Acen 0.02 (0.07)

Results are shown for additive (A) and additive-by-additive
(A2) genetic similarity matrices (GSM), and for the most pre-
dictive model tested (if neither of the above), shown in bold.
α is the scaling parameter from Speed et al. (2012), which de-
termines the effect size expectation for markers as a function
of allele frequency, where 0 is unweighted and smaller values
assign greater weight to rare alleles (see equations 1 and 2).
Unconstrained REML estimates and standard deviations are
shown for components >0 at convergence. LR is improvement
over the null model (likelihood ratio). A+A2

rec is additive and
additive-by-additive similarity defined at the level of recom-
bination rate domains (tips, arms and centers, merged across
chromosomes). See equation S4 and associated discussion in
Supplementary Methods.

Multiparental mapping resources combine the power of con-1047

trolled crosses with levels of diversity potentially approach-1048

ing those of wild populations. Of existing resources, the Ce-1049

MEE is most similar in spirit to the mouse Collaborative Cross1050

(Churchill et al. 2004, 2012; Threadgill and Churchill 2012). Mi-1051

croscopic nematodes and macroscopic mammals vary in many1052

ways, and major conveniences of the C. elegans system such1053

as parental zygosity, inbreeding by selfing without a high bur-1054

den of lethality, advanced pedigree, cryopreservation, and small1055

genome size, have facilitated the generation and characterization1056

of a powerful and stable resource that is relatively representa-1057

tive of its founders. The comparison with Drosophila is perhaps1058

more fair, where the DGRP and DSPR have been widely used1059

to study the genetic basis of complex organismal and molecu-1060

lar traits (Rohde et al. 2017; Dembeck et al. 2015; Huang et al.1061

2015; Swarup et al. 2013; King et al. 2012b, 2014; Marriage et al.1062

2014; Najarro et al. 2015). The DGRP GWAS panel preserves1063

a sample of genetic variation from an ancestral population of1064

large effective size in a relatively small number of RILs (185 with1065

coefficient of coancestry < 0.25), and therefore is highly diverse,1066

with an allele frequency spectrum skewed toward rare alleles.1067

Although LD is practically absent, on average, it is highly vari-1068

able due to sampling effects, exacerbated by large segregating1069

inversions, leading to ‘rarity disequilibria’ that can inflate false1070

positive QTL (Houle and Márquez 2015). The DSPR, comprising1071

two eight parent, 50 generation RIL panels founded from 151072

inbred isolates (>1700 lines in total), achieves good power and1073

decent resolution (84% power to detect QTL explaining 5% of1074

trait variance in the pA panel by simulation, with a mean QTL1075

Figure 5 Additive QTL mapping simulations. Detection power
(A), precision (B) and resolution (C; 2-LOD drop interval size
for detected QTL) from single QTL simulations for the full
mapping panel of 507 lines, as a function of detection thresh-
old (significance at 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1) and phenotypic variance
explained by the simulated QTL. Total heritability of simu-
lated phenotypes is twice that of the focal QTL, with the poly-
genic contribution spread over 10, 100 or 1000 background
markers (plotted in A, combined in B and C). In B, points are
mean ± standard error. Mean precision declines with SNP
variance at high levels as chance associations reach signif-
icance, although the median value (+ symbols) is 1.0 at 5%
significance for variants that explain > 7.5% of trait variance.
In C, boxes span the interqurtile range, with the median value
indicated with a black bar.

interval of 1.5cM, or around 630kb; King et al. 2012a), with an1076

allele frequency spectrum more favorable for QTL detection.1077

The CeMEE panel, at its current size, performs similarly to the1078

DSPR for mapping additive QTL (slightly lower power, consid-1079

erably better resolution). Important considerations for mapping1080

individual interactions and epistatic variance components are,1081

respectively, the joint allele frequency spectrum and the degree1082

of relatedness among lines (Young and Durbin 2014). In both1083

these respects, the CeMEE is well placed relative to other model1084

system panels.1085

The native androdioecious mating system of C. elegans and1086

the ability to archive strains indefinitely confer almost micro-1087

bial powers on a metazoan model. For one, the preservation1088

of intermediate outbred populations means that the CeMEE is1089

readily extensible, limited only by effective population sizes,1090

and will benefit from a doubling of the number of RILs under-1091

way. However, RIL panels have several potential shortcomings.1092

First, despite inbreeding during RIL construction, a nagging1093

concern is residual heterozygosity (Barrière et al. 2009; Chelo1094

et al. 2014) and the possibility of further evolution subsequent to1095

initial characterization. While heterozygosity appears to be at1096

a low level in the CeMEE RILs, on average, it is not absent (see1097

Materials and Methods). Importantly, however, given that lines1098

are in stasis, the opportunity for segregation during further use1099

is both limited and known. A second concern is the possibility1100

of inbreeding depression, particularly for fitness-proximal traits.1101

This applies predominantly to obligately outcrossing organisms1102

(Barrière et al. 2009; Philip et al. 2011; King et al. 2012a; Chelo1103

et al. 2014), but it is also applicable to multiparental experimen-1104

tal evolution of C. elegans. As mentioned in the introduction,1105

excess heterozygosity may have been maintained by epistatic1106

overdominant selection during the initial stage of laboratory1107

adaptation, and closely linked recessive deleterious alleles in1108
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Figure 6 1D GWAS. A-B. Trait value distributions across RILs (replicate means; bars show data range or the standard error for sam-
ples with >2 replicates). Values for the reference N2 strain are shown for comparison. Note that values are raw replicate means on
the original scale, and so include all sources of technical variation (unlike model coefficients used for mapping). C. Single marker
association results for fertility and adult body size (colors as above). α = 0.1 thresholds = 4.38×10−6 and 5.57×10−7 for size and
fertility, with minimum observed p-values of 2.8×10−5 and 7.23×10−5 respectively.
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Figure 7 Strong sign epistasis and highly polygenic interac-
tions contribute to trait variance. A. The distribution of sig-
nificant interactions for fertility and size plotted by genetic
distance. Pairwise interactions are linked over 1D GWAS test
statistics (−log10(p) > 1) for each trait (size in blue, fertility
in red). Markers with a significant excess of polygenic interac-
tions are indicated with black points. These 2D sum tests are
one-to-many interactions between a single focal marker and
all other markers on one other chromosome, with the sum of
likelihood ratios significant under a null permutation model.
B and C (and D and E) show genotype class means for signif-
icant size (and fertility) interactions: pairwise tests in B and
D (mean ± standard error), and the individual pairwise tests
that contribute to 2D sum tests in C and E (mean values only.
The marker with the highest summed likelihood ratio for each
significant chromosome combination is shown). In C and D,
line color and intensity is scaled by the interaction F statistic
for each interaction according to the scale shown in E.

repulsion could be maintained by balancing selection (Chelo1109

et al. 2013, 2014). Assaying the F1 progeny of nested crosses1110

among RILs may be a useful approach to estimate (or avoid) the1111

effects of inbreeding depression in future (Long et al. 2014).1112

While reference-based genotyping will remain a practical ne-1113

cessity for some time yet, it leaves the contribution of certain1114

classes of genetic variation uncertain, and can hamper variant1115

calling due to mapping bias and erroneous alignments at copy1116

number variants. The genome of only one wild isolate, the1117

Hawaiian CB4856, has been assembled de novo to a high stan-1118

dard, revealing extensive divergence (Thompson et al. 2015). The1119

ultimate goal of full genomes for all founders will yield both1120

better accuracy in calculating genetic similarity, and the abil-1121

ity to measure phenotypic effects of this recalcitrant variation.1122

Similarly undetermined, given RIL genotyping by mostly low1123

coverage sequencing, is the extent of gene conversion and the1124

fate of novel mutations during experimental evolution. With a1125

mutation rate of around 1/genome/generation for SNPs, and1126

more for multinucleotide mutations and copy number varia-1127

tion (Denver et al. 2004a,b; Seyfert et al. 2008; Denver et al. 2010;1128

Phillips et al. 2009; Lipinski et al. 2011; Meier et al. 2014), the1129

contribution of new mutations to trait variation in the RILs may1130

well be non-negligible. Theory suggests that fixation of adaptive1131

mutations should not be significant during experimental evolu-1132

tion (Hill 1982; Caballero and Santiago 1995; Matuszewski et al.1133

2015), but empirical evidence is mixed (Estes 2004; Estes et al.1134

2011; Denver et al. 2010; Chelo et al. 2013). All of these factors1135

would erode phenotype prediction accuracy, which, theoreti-1136

cally, should converge on H2 given perfect genotyping of causal1137

variation and appropriate description of genetic covariances1138

(de los Campos et al. 2015).1139

Using subsets of the CeMEE panel, we outlined the genet-1140

ics of two correlated traits associated with fitness. Variance in1141

fitness-related traits, in particular, may be maintained despite1142

consistent selection on additive variation through a number of1143

processes, including stabilizing selection under a stable environ-1144

ment (Whitlock et al. 1995; Wolf et al. 2000; Barton and Keightley1145

2002; Phillips 2008; Hemani et al. 2013). Variance in size and fer-1146

tility remains high, and we find evidence that this is due largely1147

to abundant interactions. Notably for fertility, which is expected1148

to be well aligned with fitness under the experimental evolu-1149

tion scheme, strong interactions among 13 alleles with weak to1150

moderate marginal effects jointly explain over a third of the phe-1151

notypic variance. It is unclear why such large effect alleles are1152

still segregating after extensive experimental evolution. Proxi-1153

mal explanations may lie in dominance, antagonistic pleiotropy,1154

or in higher order properties of the genotype-phenotype map.1155

All pairwise interactions detected are instances of sign epis-1156

tasis, where the directional effect of one allele is reversed in the1157

presence of another. At least five of these represent the extreme1158

form, reciprocal sign epistasis (the reversal is, to some extent1159

at least, symmetric; Poelwijk et al. (2011)). Sign epistasis, in1160

particular, has important implications for a population’s capac-1161

ity to adapt, potentially creating rugged fitness landscapes and1162

constraining exploration of them (Weinreich et al. 2005, 2013),1163

and also for the repeatability of evolution, since the outcome of1164

selection on the marginal additive effects of interacting alleles1165

will be determined by their relative frequencies (Wright 1932;1166

Whitlock et al. 1995; Phillips et al. 2000). Our tests for excess1167

interactions among individually non-significant marker pairs1168

additionally revealed many cases of highly polygenic epistasis.1169

While tests of this type have the unsatisfying property of leaving1170
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the identities of the interacting partners uncertain, they have the1171

potential to combat the loss of power that comes with brute-force1172

2-dimensional testing (Crawford et al. 2016). The effects of these1173

segregating interactions on the genotype-phenotype map can1174

now be readily tested by replicated experimental evolution. In1175

this context, it will be useful to determine the directional effects1176

of epistasis during further evolution, as a function of recombi-1177

nation and varied environment, a task for which the CeMEE is1178

well suited.1179

Fertility and body size at reproduction show broad-sense1180

heritabilities that are relatively high for fitness-proximal traits1181

(Lynch and Walsh 1998), likely a consequence of novel genetic1182

variation created in the multiparental cross and realignment of1183

selection to novel laboratory environments. While all mapping1184

panels are synthetic systems, the mixing of natural variation1185

and experimental evolution represents a perturbation that may1186

have some parallels, for example, with that of founder events1187

or environmental change, which can reveal novel incompatibili-1188

ties and promote further population differentiation (Cheverud1189

and Routman 1996; Johnson 2000). As in other systems such1190

as Arabidopsis, where similar resources exist (Weigel 2012) and1191

epistasis for fitness-related traits has been found (e.g., Malmberg1192

et al. 2005; Simon et al. 2008), it will also be important to begin a1193

comprehensive comparison of QTL for fitness traits in the Ce-1194

MEE and natural populations – where linked selection coupled1195

with predominant selfing and meta-population dynamics have1196

generated limited, structured genetic diversity (Andersen et al.1197

2012; Rockman et al. 2010; Cutter 2015) – and also with muta-1198

tional variances obtained in mutation accumulation experiments1199

(Baer et al. 2005; Baer 2008; Joyner-Matos et al. 2009). Such com-1200

parisons have the potential to provide insights into how QTL1201

effects and frequencies are shaped in natural populations.1202
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